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00 Zoom Photo  

  
  

  
Apologies for the expressions! This taken only as a record of who was present.  Upgrade: make a 

moment with the group when we “take a screenshot together” !  

01 About Us  

What jurisdiction do you primarily work in?  

(28 Participants chose one item)  

Item  Votes  Percentage of Votes  

Delaware  1  || 4%  

District of Columbia  1  || 4%  

Maryland  12  ||||||||||||||| 43%  

Pennsylvania  2  ||| 7%  

Virginia  4  ||||| 14%  
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Entire Bay Watershed  7  ||||||||| 25%  

Elsewhere  1  

Total Votes  28  

What kind of organization do you work for?  

(28 Participants chose one item)  

|| 4%  

Item  Votes  Percentage of Votes  

Land Trust  8  |||||||||| 29%  

Environmental Non-Profit Organization  9  ||||||||||| 32%  

State or Local Government  3  |||| 11%  

Community Organization  1  || 4%  

Grantmaker/Funder  0  | 0%  

Federal Government  3  |||| 11%  

Other (enter below)  4  ||||| 14%  

Total Votes  28  

Other …  

001 ...and a Land Trust  

002 PA Conservation Landscape  

003 Maryland Heritage Area; Chair of the Coalition of Maryland Heritage Areas,; co- 

Chair of the Southern Maryland Agricultural Development Commission (SMADC) 

005 Fed/University  
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02 Equity & Public Health Goal  

  
  

When you think of the rural areas throughout the watershed, how 
can the public health goal, with a particular focus on equity, be 
achieved through our collective work?  

THEMES  

• Greater rural broadband expansion  

• Agriculture:  

o Improving local agriculture economies to incentivize land conservation  

o Food Sovereignty Czar: a collaborative, sustained, community-based 

effort to address our fragile food system. Connect the food data to the 

efforts on the ground.  

o Mobile farmers markets, like food trucks.  

• Multi-disciplinary approach is key (came up in urban too).   

o Jobs and education at forefront. Incorporate health care community. o 

Education: engaging with the outdoors needs to be the rule rather than 

exception. Drownproofing as part of curriculum  

o Target parks around hospitals, churches and schools - community 

centers.  

• Transportation is critical:  
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o Walkable access. Walking is the only free method of transportation. All 

residents in the watershed should live within walking distance of a park 

or protected land.  

o Connectivity between community centers and parks - sidewalks, trails, 

etc.  

• Work needs to be done at the ground/community level. Not having a 

"savior" complex: not doing projects based on assumptions on what we believe 

these underserved communities need, but actually involving them in the 

discussion and process so they feel included and that its actually something 

they have expressed specifically that they feel they would benefit 

from/want/need  

• The equity focus will require an adaptation of our current scaled practices to 

sometimes target smaller, more recreationally focused conservation 

measures. The opportunity is there and multiple partners will need to 

collaborate and accept compromise. Greater emphasis on access, addressing 

park deserts and not just large scale landscape benefits. Covid is exacerbating 

the issue. Need to  inform and "strong arm" officials  

• Tie restoration investments with economic development with equity lens,  

e.g. Neighborspace of Baltimore County, avoiding issues of gentrification. Offer 

economic opportunities as part of encouraging rural and green access.  

• Private lands:  

o Consider higher payments for public access for easements on private 

lands   

o Build both incentives and positive pressure through education, 

landowner networks to open private lands to public use, especially on 

the waterfront. Landowners can support each other in the choice and 

process to open their lands.  

  

PARTICIPANT DATA  
001  Greater rural broadband expansion;  

002  Improving local agriculture economies to incentivize land conservation  

003  Walkable access. Walking is the only free method of transportation. All residents 

in the watershed should live within walking distance of a park or protected land.  

004  The equity focus will require an adaptation of our current scaled practices to 

sometimes target smaller, more recreationally focused conservation measures. 

The opportunity is there and multiple partners will need to collaborate and accept 

compromise  
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005  - How do we define rural neighborhoods vs urban ones? Transportation as a 

whole is going to be critical definers  

006  Prioritizing that everyone doesn't have access; what to do  

007  - This work is iterative! How do we start to set up the ground-level connections, 

like with rural development organizations?  

008  Southern Maryland has a thousand miles of shoreline, but serious inequity to 

water access.  

009  - Multi-disciplinary approach to this issue, with jobs and educations at the front  

010  Identify and prioritize "park deserts" in land trust acquisitions, greater emphasis 

on access and not just larger geography water quality benefits (e.g., private 

campground).  

011  - We need to build capacity to make community in-roads  

012  - We need to partner with the health care community!  

013  Need to inform and "strong arm" officials to provide further access. With 

Covid19, the public access that we have is now is overrun....so those who do not 

have access are now in crowds trying to access limited space. Further inequity  

014  -Walkability is a very large issue  

015  - 30 minutes may work for individual transportation, but not for public  

016  Build both incentives and positive pressure through education, landowner 

networks to open private lands to public use, especially on the waterfront. 

Landowners can support each other in the choice and process to open their 

lands.  

017  - Setting goals along a continuum  

018  Schools need "drownproofing" as part of curriculum. Free pools/free access an 

incentive to learn to swim (versus pay for access).  

019  Schools need to engage with outdoors as the rule, rather than exception  

020  - Proximity to hospitals AND schools are really key. They are centers of the 

community, and usually have a variety of land acquisitions underneath them  

021  Need to meet the "bottom" line of the schools. Align our priorities with school's 

goals  

022  Survey communities to assess need and what the specific public health issues 

are in specific regions  

023  Tie restoration investments with economic development with equity lens, e.g. 

Neighborspace of Baltimore County, avoiding issues of gentrification. Offer 

economic opportunities as part of encouraging rural and green access.  

024  -Churches are important too!  

025  -What open space is already included in public realms, but may not be 

considered conserved?  
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026  Public transportation keeping water and greenspace access  

027  Aqua day camps!  

028  Food Sovereignty Czar: a collaborative, sustained, community-based effort to 

address our fragile food system. Connect the food data to the efforts on the 

ground.  

029  -- Improving local agriculture economies - what will replace, for example, the 
dairy industry when farms eventually get turned into potential housing?  

-- Being more mindful of WHO benefits from future public lands projects  

-- using demographic data available through Census data to understand where 
your public space is accessible. Think about what resources are available in that 
area... is the public access accessible by walking? public transport? private care?  

-- Fund or sponsor ride shares/Van carpools from underserved communities to 
public access spaces  

-- Not having a "savior" complex: not doing projects based on assumptions on 
what we believe these underserved communities need, but actually involving 
them in the discussion and process so they feel included and that its actually 
something they have expressed specifically that they feel they would benefit 
from/want/need  

-- Awareness: Spreading the word to these communities that they have 
opportunities available to them: sometimes it is just a matter of "we didn't know 
this was available because no one told us"  

-- expand definition of "park", passive vs. active experiences? Rain gardens, 

public gardens, smaller parcels/small green spaces that can be used... small 

community gathering spaces (ex. simply projecting a movie on the side of a 

building that people can gather to watch)  

030  Find low level entry points to connect. Fishing  

031  - Mapping informal access networks/community access networks (i.e. the kids all 

know how to access nature in non-traditional ways)  

032  Build out and sustain partnerships that include diverse partners -- health care, 

historic preservation, nature-based organizations.  

033  Make it fun/interactive  

034  Need to determine where the local community is right now; How do we meet their 

values; How do we meet their needs.  

035  Give purpose to being outside.  

036  Include local government and private businesses in the goals  

037  Conservation banking for transformative change  

038  Plan Pop-Up events, like picnic or birding (in addition to hunting), where 

landowners could invite access for a specific event.  
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Consider higher payments for public access on public lands (like Rural Legacy). 

Define limitations on public access as part of easement.  

039  "This is what I can discover when I'm outside". Get our resources to other 

populations (not just preaching to the choir, so to speak)  

040  Reflect community goals in land use ordinances and zoning strategies  

041  Make sure that those outside the school system still have some access point. 

Make sure we reach people who are not typically engaged. Meet them where 

they are.  

042  Connect schools, kids to green space by sidewalks, clear and safe paths.  

043  Mobile farmers markets? Like ice cream trucks?  

044  Replicate successful projects that have successfully crossed the cross-cultural 

divide and succeeded. Example: Marydel Park. How can localities looking to 

create a park connect with those who have done it successfully?  

045  Daily interaction with nature is just as important as long occasional hikes.  

046  Look at limiting liability of landowners who offer access (good in MD for free 

access). Distinguish between hunting and more passive uses.  

047  Become involved and engaged in land use decisions and land use policy to help 

move forward. This is important for policy considerations at an equity standpoint.  

048  Bring in new partners, including local government, private business, community, 

in addition to traditional partners. Invest in infrastructure (broadband for precision 

ag.). Return on Environment reports and transfer to local land use and review 

processes, influence state policy that addresses green infrastructure in a way 

that focuses on environmental justice and proper project placement.  

03 Implementation  

What policy ideas do you have for furthering work toward the 
equitable public health goal?  

THEMES  

• Private Lands and Access:  

o Expand liability protections for landowners, and/or better education on 

what exists now.  

o Trail systems - support from government to gain access to private 

lands to create connected, recreational/health access. Public/Private 

partnerships and policies to support them o Incentivize local tax breaks for 

property owners willing to make their property accessible.  

• Land use and development policy:  
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o Adequate public facilities ordinances; getting communities to accept. o 

Require developers to incorporate open space as part of any contract o 

Encourage local resident economic development opportunities and require 

buy in, coordination, to acquire and transfer lands to locals (and thereby 

more stake and ownership). o Integrate open space planning with housing 

and development/housing/ownership policies to ensure access and 

prevent gentrification. capture increase in land values into a public trust.  

• New policies to maintain forests and incentivize renewable development on 

already impacted lands  

• Funding: o re-prioritization is going to be step 1. o Expanding the pot of money, 

not fighting over it  o Add equity/inclusion to SCORP plans  

o include Funding for micro-pocket parks, to ease demand on large 

systems o Leveraging private equity through conservation banking  

• Programmatic silo-ation is causing issues  

• Food:   

o Support for regionalized food systems that address localized, unique 

barriers (e.g., animal protein in the Piedmont) o Fund and incentivize local 

school meal programs, using local foods. Builds relationships between 

community, businesses and schools. •  Recognize that the ROI (if 

measured per capita) will be different in rural vs.  

urban areas --- and standards may need to be different between the two. • 

 Work with community needs assessment and greening depts at health care 

facilities to identify connections for access to nature. Connect grounds to trails.  

• Take a look at current environmental education curriculum and see where 

public health impacts could be added. For example, pollution is not only 

dangerous to the environment, but also to your body.  

  

PARTICIPANT DATA  
001  Expansion of liability protections for landowners, and/or better education on what 

exists now.  

002  Adequate public facilities ordinances; getting communities to accept.  

003  What does recreational access look like in a rural vs. urban setting?  
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004  New policies to maintain forests and incentivize renewable development on 

already impacted lands  

005  -Rural communities are directly benefitted but also challenged by conservation 

policies  

006  Adopting a group of people to do exchanges; connect with land. Adopt a school.  

007  Trail systems - support from government to gain access to private lands to create 

connected, recreational/health access. Public/Private partnerships and policies 

to support them.  

008  - Always incorporating the health standard "Do no harm" to our work  

009  - Looking forward: how can policy be future-oriented?  

010  Health fairs in the parks! Bring doctors into the intersection of health services and 

land parks and recreations.  

011  Climate and energy are forefront policy issues  

 

012  integrate open space planning with housing and  

development/housing/ownership policies to ensure access and prevent 

gentrification. capture increase in land values into a public trust.  

013  Funding re-prioritization is going to be step 1  

014  Meeting community needs by listening and understanding limitations by having 

the right conversations.  

  Encourage local resident economic development opportunities and require buy 

in, coordination, to acquire and transfer lands to locals (and thereby more stake 

and ownership in communities).  

015  Need to understand from locals what policy changes are needed.  

016  Programmatic silo-ation is causing issues  

017  Adding equity/inclusion to SCORP plans  

018  regionalized food systems that address localized, unique barriers (e.g., animal 

protein in the Piedmont)  

019  Incentivize local tax breaks for property owners willing to make their property 

accessible to the public.  

020  Adding census data to "park desert" data; democratize and get data into the 

hands of community leaders  

021  Tweak bus lines to include and expand access to parks/green spaces  

022  Policies need to be loosened to allow local leaders to fit in  

023  Translate demand to policy. How? Public health issue: too much demand on our 
parks. Need more open space! A bill to expand park systems! Utilize best 
practices.  

Funding for micro-pocket parks, to ease demand on large systems  
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024  Expanded legal defenses to allow recreational access to private (conserved and 

not) and public lands.....  

025  Incentivize (appropriate) recreational access in drinking water protection areas  

026  We need to recognize that the ROI (if measured per capita) will be different in 

rural vs. urban areas  

027  Leveraging private equity through conservation banking  

028  Work with community needs assessment and greening depts at health care 

facilities to identify connections for access to nature. Connect grounds to trails.  

029  Take a look at current environmental education curriculum and see where public 

health impacts could be added. For example, pollution is not only dangerous to 

the environment, but also to your body.  

030  Slow street, open street, complete street system  

031  Expanding the pot of money, not fighting over it  

032 Fund and incentivize local school meal programs, using local foods. Builds 

relationships between community, businesses and schools.  

  

What can land trusts, government, and other partners do to work 
toward the public health goal?  

THEMES  

• Always incorporating the health standard "Do no harm" through our work  

• Meet needs of the community (bottom up, point from Darius about the rural 

psyche)  

o Collaborate more, and compromise more -- be willing to be changed 

by partners' priorities.  

o Listening and understanding limitations by having the right 

conversations o Acknowledging and addressing the history that got us 

here and how science can help us in the future  

• Adopting a group of people to do exchanges; connect with land. Adopt a school/ 

adopt a park  

• Land trusts as conveners o Partnerships with public health agencies and 

nonprofits o Coordinators of community partnerships o Foster relationships with 

land owners  
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• Data: mapping untapped publicly owned land, partner with community and 

BIPOC groups to analyze and deliver data in meaningful ways, analyze public 

access/ “pocket parks”  

• Expand partnerships to include hospitals, schools, and houses of worship, food 

providers  

• Partner with existing health organizations and practitioners  

o Health fairs in the parks! Bring doctors into the intersection of health 

services and land parks and recreations. o Nature-based prescriptions and 

funding o Drinking water supply  

• Advocacy  

o Assist with zoning laws for small towns; "here is language to adopt" o 

Bring impacted people/ children to meetings/ legislature  

PARTICIPANT DATA  
001  Collaborate more, and compromise more -- be willing to be changed by partners' 

priorities.  

002  Require a developer to incorporate open space as part of any contract.  

003  Reserves have been opportunistic and working towards alleviating development 

pressure.  

004  Create new partnerships with hospitals, schools, and houses of worship  

005  Requiring towns to cut back on setbacks; direct to parks.  

Assist with zoning laws for small towns; "here is language to adopt"  

006  Advocacy. Bring impacted people/children with you to meetings/legislature  

007  Land trust, government agencies and other partners should work with public 

health agencies and non-profits in addition to each other to move this goal 

forward.  

008  Land trusts take the lead on community partnerships and serve as a coordination 

role to shape the conversations.  

009  Can land trusts give land that is donated to create public access?  

010  Map untapped publicly owned land opportunity  

011  Bring partnerships together. Funding.  

012  Work with hospitals and local food aggregators to provide a market and get 

locally produced healthy food into community institutions  

013  Collaborate more, and better (usually necessitating compromise)  
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014  Use of fish consumption advisories to educate underserved communities about 

the public health risks related to toxins in the water. All of these partners can 

assist in spreading this knowledge.  

015  Partner with community and BIPOC groups to analyze and deliver data in 

meaningful ways.  

016  Look at public access. Look at ways to utilize smaller "pocket" parks.  

Adopt a park. Neighborhood stewardship initiatives.  

017  Partner to encourage trash pick-ups on the land and water to make the 

connections between pollution and public health risks.  

018  Partner to more strategically protect drinking water supply and to provide 

associated (but still safe) access  

019  How do we partner with existing health partners???  

 

020  Partner with health organizations and practitioners to encourage nature-based 

prescriptions and funding for access.  

021  Public access sites: There are a lot of state sites providing access only for 

fishing. It is limited.  

  Land Trust could help to facilitate with locals where public access needs have 

been identified and foster relationships with those land owners.  

022  Put local partners at the front, not just along for the ride  

023  Be more intentional about how history completes the science. How did our 

history lead us to these current conditions, but how can the science help us in 

the future?  

024  What happens when government obstructs  

025  We have to get out of our silos!!!  

026  Tweak infrastructure to accommodate needs: e.g. family reunion size pavilions.  
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04 Ideas for Strengthening PH Goal  

  
  

What ideas do you have for strengthening or improving the draft 
Public Health Goal?  

PARTICIPANT DATA  

001 Education is missing. How we can educate students, communities and residents 

around the importance of land conservation, restoration to our own health, as 

well as the health of the environment?  

002 What does "within 30 minutes" mean? Walking, biking, private transportation, 

public transportation? Transportation in rural areas is an incredible challenge for 

folks with few resources.  

003 Communicate the connection between public health/individual health with open 

spaces/parks. That may not be well understood-particularly among populations 

that not previously had access. How would one know the wellness that can 

come from natural open spaces if they have never experienced it. Schools are 

an obvious place where those connections can be made at a young age. 

Tougher is reaching adults (young and old) who have not had those 

opportunities.  

  

  



 

 

  

  

Saved Chat Text:  
(Only relevant chats saved; time coding is in U.S. Eastern time)  

10:02:46  Good morning everyone from Sunny Southern Maryland  

10:03:05  Good morning Lucille!  

10:03:07  Good Morning Everyone!  

10:03:14  Hi Kendra!  

10:03:59  Foggy morning here in DC  

10:04:18  Yes, foggy here in Annapolis too  

10:04:21  Hello from West Virginia.  Frank Rodgers, Ex. Dir., Cacapon Institute for 

the WV Chesapeake Bay Program.  

10:04:39  Hey! Josh Hastings from Lower Shore Land Trust and the Delmarva 

Restoration and Conservation Network -- coming live from Salisbury, MD.   

10:04:43  Hello from Warrenton, VA; John McCarthy at the Piedmont Environmental 

Council  

10:04:45  Good morning! I am in micropolitan Chestertown, MD, representing 

ShoreRivers.  

10:04:49  Kate Hackett, Delaware Wild Lands. Good morning!  

10:05:12  Hi, all! Jennifer Miller Herzog, with the Land Trust Alliance. I'm based in 

Annapolis.  

10:05:17  Darius -- micropolitan - love it!  

10:05:31  Good morning :-)    I am Michelle Grafton at Maryland Environmental 

Trust.  

10:05:31  Good morning all - Ann Jones here - I work with several land trusts in 

Baltimore County Maryland  

10:06:00  Good morning!  Charlotte Davis with the Rural Maryland Council  

10:06:01  Hello! Maggi Blomstrom with Piedmont Environmental Council in Virginia -- 

Upper Rappahannock River Watershed  

10:07:23  We have volunteers picking up trees for planting.  I will be back shortly.    

   
  
Contact Community Building Institute at +1 703 431-9943 
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10:08:04 We're at 22% in the watershed right now.  

10:08:44  Greetings from the sunny MD coast-- I am the USFS Liaison to the 

Chesapeake Bay Program  

10:09:36  Really key to incorporate public health and equity into that 30%  

10:12:11  I put in Other as well:  Maryland Heritage Area (I am the Southern 

Maryland Heritage Area)  

10:12:37  Parker Agelasto at Capital Region Land Conservancy  

10:18:00  "fishable, swimmable" not reflected in definition. Perhaps intentional?  

10:19:05  I'd also encourage us to ask ourselves, "what partnerships?"  

10:26:16  A remarkable, intimate way to understand the pervasive reach of the 

legacy of segregation - generations who had no access to learn to swim 

and the impacts today.  

10:26:44  Thank you Darius for your candor.   

10:27:04  Thank you Mr. Johnson!  

10:27:08  I experienced a very similar experience with connecting to nature. living in 

one of the greenest cities in the country I never explored the parks system 

until I became a landscape architect 7 years ago and I am 31. I just went to 

the Kenilworth aquatic gardens the for the first time 2 years ago. we face 

similar issues in the Urban sphere as well. especially in poorer 

communities. parks and green spaces as seen as unsafe and tend to be 

home to a huge homeless or drug addicted populations. we have 

commodified nature and excluded people and communities of color. we 

have been overlooked with regards to the landscape for years. especially 

considering that many of these farms and green spaces wouldn’t exist 

without black people.  

10:27:39  thank you so much for sharing Darius! I appreciate your vulnerability in 

sharing your experiences.  

10:27:57  Hear, hear, Kendra.  

10:28:02  Thank you Ms. Hyson  

10:28:19  Thank you so much Darius - That was a very powerful message.  

10:30:04  I'm struck by how the access issues, while perhaps different in the details 

in cities and rural areas, are still fundamental in both.  

10:30:45  no problem!  
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10:30:51  these stories are important  

 

10:32:14 The personal stories are everything. That is what moves people. 

Particularly those stories that cross generations. Thank you both.  

10:32:24  Me, too, Jonathan. Jobs and education were also a theme last week in our 

urban session that are key elements of rural community economic 

development.  

10:32:50  In Richmond VA, all students in public schools are taught to swim in 2nd 

grade through a cooperative program with the YMCA. Another organization 

SwimRVA continues this for some schools in 3rd grade. These programs 

were granted funded more than a decade ago largely due to the lack of 

people knowing how to swim in African American neighborhoods yet we 

have the James River running through our city.  

10:55:33  Another great program is NOAA’s B-WET. This has connected 6th graders 

into watershed education with onsite learning opportunities.  

10:59:01  Where the sidewalk ends...  

10:59:48  And also I had a similar problem when they did some stream restoration 

area in our area and they didn’t add a crossing as there is a school right on 

the other side.  

11:00:53  Sidewalks are incredible expensive. A more immediate idea is using traffic 

calming measure to slow cars down in communities so that streets can be 

shared or put up demonstration projects using less expensive materials to 

build makeshift sidewalks and bikes paths.   

11:01:19  and VDoT is very resistant in Virginia to taking them on...  

11:01:52  there are grant programs like safe routes to schools that help to build 

sidewalks for access  

11:02:03  That program does help  

11:02:12  Good Point Owen. thank you!! It’s a real shift in perspective regarding land 

use and transportation planning   

11:02:25  also - I will need to jump off at 1130 for a meeting...     

apologies  

11:02:38  Nice to meet you Kendra!  
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11:02:46  "You might live ... surrounded by cornfields, all of which are privately 

owned. You could walk down a county road or a highway, but unless there 

was community investment in a park or a playground, a walking trail, or 

some kind of a facility at a local school, moms didn’t have access to 

nature, even though they were surrounded by it.”    

11:03:35  Does access need to be paved?  

 

11:04:50 have we talked about resiliency for these communities at risk to climate 

change. parks help to soften the blow of natural disasters and could be 

another reason to promote access to green space beyond wellness and 

community heath. looking at community sustainability and resilience.  

11:05:33  Equitable development strategies and plans came up in the urban session. 

Good to look at Equitable Development strategy for the 11th Street Bridge 

Park in DC.  

11:06:15  https://bbardc.org/wp- 

content/uploads/2018/10/Equitable-Development-Plan_11.04.18.pdf  

11:06:33  DC has opportunity incentive zones where a developer can get increased 

density in exchange for offering some below market rate units.  Perhaps 

something related to incentives to developers to create greenspace or 

parks/playground rec on portions of their sites?  

11:07:08  Certainly the proffer system in Virginia, in many communities, offers the 

same opportunity  

11:09:20  In addition to the state programs, there are great local examples. Great 

program started by a farm in Virginia to train young farm workers - 

https://agriberry.com/  

11:10:01  Even the mission statement: The Agriberry Farm Mission is to grow great 

berries and fruit and be a premier agriculture training facility for motivated 

young workers.  

11:10:21  Build jobs and the next generation.  

11:11:00  Ironically, as we discussed in our group, because of COVID 19, the public 

access we have is now "overrun" so the access is not as "safe" …. so, 

again, those without private access are subject to more health challenges.  

Even in parks and at beaches.  

11:11:19  Humility, in this work, is important  

11:11:38  Lucille, that is an excellent point. Has any worked on solutions for this?  

11:12:04  I would love to hear how people are dealing.....  
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11:12:26  Another great potential tool for "listening" is the Orton Foundation's Heart & 

Soul Project methodology. We are working through this in two communities 

in partnership with the PA Conservation Landscape Program and PA 

Humanities Council.  

11:12:41  And I apologize, short-term solutions, not the longer-term issue with 

increasing public access.  

11:14:47  The Heart & Soul Project methodology is good at "forcing" interaction and 

engagement with all people, engaging them in what they  

already like and value, and what they need and want for the future of their 

community.  

11:15:

0 

6      How do you find the trusted connection to help with a conversation?  

11:15:

1 

7     Parks and rec departments (and other local departments) are going to be hit 

hard by the economic ramifications of the pandemic. How can we make 

Chesapeake region communities a priority for investments that address these 

issues?  

11:16:

0 

1    How do we make this a major place in the nation for advancing this work?  

11:43:

1 

9    Paint drying is FAR more exciting  

11:43:

3 

0    LOL!  

11:43:

3 

7    Have people seen the Baltimore City Green Pattern Book- includes pocket 

park ideas?  

11:43:

5 

8    Couldn’t agree more that getting involved in the  

comprehensive planning process is important.  And I call it the “where’s walmart”  

11:44:

0 

0     Link, Anne?  

11:45:

0  

2     Green Pattern Book 

https://www.baltimoresustainability.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/12/Green_Patte

rn_Book.pdf  

11:45:

0 

8     Thanks!  

11:47:

4 

2      Trust for Public Land has a database for cities and towns  

11:48:

0 

5        https://www.tpl.org/parkserve  

11:48:

1 

3       https://www.tpl.org/parkscore TPL park score  
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11:48:

2 

4       Jinx  

11:48:

2  

8        The Chesapeake Diversity Dashboard is a great GIS tool for layers of data 

(like demographic + distance from public space)  

11:48:

3 

2     LOL!  

11:49:

0 

9      http://gis.chesapeakebay.net/diversity/dashboard/  

11:50:

0 

0       the lines of food, how about forest foraging  

11:50:

0 

9      Neighborspace Baltimore County has documented the communities with 

access to parks in Baltimore County - 

https://www.neighborspacebaltimorecounty.org/about-2/  

11:51:

2 

6       Quick overview of the regional food system issue that CCP did in August: 

https://www.chesapeakeconservation.org/farmsamidst-the-pandemic-part-2/  

11:51:

4 

9      Baltimore also offered a funding cycle that let communities use the pattern 

book to propose community-led projects. Had limitations on community 

readiness to handle funds.  

11:52:

0 

1      there is an interesting shift in the language about social equity... moving 

from a "desert" concept which implies this passive geographic condition to more 

of an "apartheid" which recognizes that the systemic disparities are a function of 

human decision making and biases: Ashante Reese author of Black Food 

Geographies  

11:52:

2  

4     Yes, the diversity dashboard is really interesting. Take a look at the 

American Community Survey dataset.  

11:53:

2  

3     Great point Sue. A lot of those systematic disparities exist in town zoning 

laws that I know many towns do not even know are there as they were adopted 

more than a generation ago.   

11:54:

4  

9      Thanks for sharing that Sue!  

11:54:

5 

5       suggest some process to identify apartheid-like public health issues and 

identify places that do it well  

  

Slides from Presentation:  
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